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Résumé.
Dans cet article nous rappelons le développement des techniques d’analyse d’images
durant ce siècle et présentons brièvement les bases de l’analyse d’images et de la morphologie mathématique. On terminera par une vue des techniques utilisées à ce jour, avec une présentation de
quelques applications venant de disciplines aussi variées que possible.
2014

In this paper, we recall the development of image analysis techniques during this last
Abstract.
century and give briefly some basements of image analysis and mathematical morphology. The development of these techniques today and a presentation of some applications from different disciplines
are also presented.
2014

1. Introduction

William Thomson, English physicist and inventor, better known as Lord Kelvin (1869-1944), is
often quoted as saying:
"When you can measure what you are speaking about and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but ifyou cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory
kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the
state of science, whatever the matter may be".
It is a forceful statement, which applies today to which we call quantitative image analysis, mathematical morphology, stereology and (partially) signal treatment and processing. These are classical tools for many disciplines, and are a set of methods based on mathematical concepts. From
an image it enables, after various treatments, a quantitative description of the morphology (in
the Greek sense, 03BCo03C1~~: shape (forme); 03BBo03B3os: speech (discours)) of objects and, consequently,
information to be obtained on the effects of many types of parameters on these objects.
Due to its universality, image analysis is not a monolithic technique: the methods used depend
mainly on the one hand on the nature of the images to be analyzed, and on the other hand on the

goal pursued.
Image analysis can be divided in domains as a function of the goal envisaged:
the first domain is concemed with the identification and the recognition of objects in order to
make a classification or to take a decision: automatical sorting of mail [1], of bank checks, or
-
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of commercial orders by writing recognition; the sorting of objects in robotics, the speech or objects sorting on IR images belong also to this domain [2], although, the methods used are often
based on syntactic nature,
the second domain is concerned with the quantitative description of images, generally related to
microscopic structures; it is thus commonly called quantitative microscopy or quantitative metallography by metallurgists; it is usually followed by a measurement.
-

2. Historical Review

The mathematical origin of image analysis dates back to that of geometrical probabilities, initially
treated with the Pascal perspective of games of chance: Buffon in 1777 [3] solved the famous
problem of the needdle falling onto a parquet floor made of parallel boards. This was followed
by integral geometry [4-7], then the set theory leading to the development of the mathematical
morphology, which has revolutionized automatic image analysis.
The first experimental method for image analysis was carried out by the mining engineer Delesse [8] who, in 1848, showed that there exists a rigorous proportionality between the surface
area occupied on any cross section by a constituent of a homogeneous aggregate and the volume
occupied by this constituent in the bulk rock:

A similar idea, but expressed in terms of absolute volume rather in proportions, appeared already in the work of the Italian mathematician Cavalieri, who showed, in 1635, that the volume
of a particle observed in a three-dimensional space is equal to the sum of its section surfaces multiplied by the mean thickness of these sections (Cavalieri principle), [9]. More deeply, the great
Arabian mathematician Ibn El Haytam (named also Alhazen (965-1039)) proved, in the 10th century, that the volume of the sphere was reached as the limit sum of the areas of its cross sections,
as their thickness was tending towards zero [10]. When one knows that Ibn El Haytam was also a
physician, and a physicist (he is considered as the founder of optics), his scientific profile actually
makes him the "grandfather" of the stereologists.
Hence the first applications using manual methods go back more than one century, and the
first stereological approaches to more than a millennium! However, automatic analysis appeared
during the sixties, as a result of the progress in electronics. A further jump was made during the

1975-1980 years, with the introduction of numerical methods into computers. Whereas dedicated
automatic apparata were largely used from 1980-1990 (Ibas, NS 1500, Omnicon, Pericolor, QTM,
TAS, ...), after 1990 it became cheaper and sometimes more powerful to buy a specific software
(Aphelion, Micromorph, Optimas, Visilog, Wit, ...), and to use in a microcomputor, with a frame
graber card and a camera. Hardware solutions are nowdays limited to dedicated applications (e.g.
tomography), and also to specific chips for image processing.
3.

Image Transformations

Image analysis can be performed on any type of image: optical macrographs, confocal, infra(IR), optical, positron emission tomography (PET), scanning electron, scanning force, tomograph, transmission electron, XR images; aerial photographs, ... No matter what image is to be
analyzed, it has a support defined in a two-dimensional space, IR2. After specific treatment and
segmentation, the images can correspond either to an intersection of objects by a plane section
(often called metallographic or biological section), or to the projection of objects contained in a
thin slice. On such images one can identify, for example after metallographic etching or staining,
red
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the various materials present, phases or objects, which constitute a more or less connected set. To
characterize them quantitatively, we have first to delineate the objects under study, and second
to perform measurements on them. The present section is concerned by the first step, i. e. by the
creation of electronic images.
The electronic sensors such as TV cameras and frame grabbers, or similar equipments, replace
the continuous space by a regular grid, in which the 2-D images are expressed in terms of pixels
(for picture elements), and the piles of 2-D images in voxels. All computorized treatments do work
exclusively on this discrete information. As a general rule, images contain too much information,
and one has to simplify them before performing measurements in order to make them significant.
Here, the techniques may be regrouped into the two categories of filtering and of segmentation:
filtering is a pre-treatment based essentially on linear [11], or morphological [12-15] operators,
segmentation aims to draw the contours of the objects of interest; the simplest way to do it is the
threshold, but it is not the unique one; more sophisticated ones, such as the watershed, are often
used.
None of these two steps is an obligation, and one can perfectly compute size distributions (for
example) on non segmented grey tone images. For more details one can consult the books by
Rosenfield and Kak [11], Serra [12] or Coster and Chermant [13].
-

-

4.

Image Measurements

Suppose now that an object, say a set X, is ready to be measured. How to orient our choices among
all possible types of measures? Three criteria, basically, have to be involved, namely invariances,
stereology, and globality.
In practice, the objects to be measured are known up to a translation, up to some magnification
and inside limited masks. Therefore, if we want to make ourselves free of these constraints, our
measurements must be translation invariant, have a space dimension (L, L2,... or even zero), and
be C-additive (i.e. mes(X U Y) + mes(X n Y) := mes X + mes Y). Now, a classical theorem
of integral geometry, due to Hadwiger [16], states that the unique measurements that fullfill the

three above conditions and which are also rotation invariant and continuous for the convex sets,
are the Minkowski functionals [17]. In two dimensions there are only three: area, perimeter, and
number of grains minus number of holes, called Euler-Poincaré constant.
The second criterion of choice concerns how to interpret 2-D measurements in terms of 3-D
space. Such investigations and answers have given rise to "stereology":
"Stereology is a three-dimensional interpretation of f lat images, such as sections and projections, by
criteria of geometric probability ", [18].
Fortunately, all 3-D Minkowski functionals but one are obtained by averaging, under translation
and rotation, the 2-D homolog ones. Hence 3-D volume, surface area, and mean width correspond
respectively to area, perimeter and Euler-Poincaré constant. For this reason, they are called the
basic stereological parameters.
Clearly, there are number of other features to be measured, such as size, dispersion, orientation,
or shape for example. They are accessed either by other measurements (e.g. the Feret diameter),
or more often by performing some morphological transformation before an area measurement.
Then aspects such as size, clustering or anisotropy are brought into play by the morphological
operator, and no longer by the measure itself. A typical example of this approach is given by the
opening based granulometries [19].
The third criterion of choice deals with the fact that the working window W has the same scale
as the object X itself, or its section, or has not. In the first case we can know the object (or
its section) in full; in the second one we must introduce sampling procedures, hence probability
concepts. A bridge from geometry to probability has been proposed by Matheron. He proved
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that when the centre of W is uniformly variable over the dilate of X by W, then the intersection
X n Y becomes a stationary random set in a local sense, i. e. for all structuring elements smaller
than W This provides a meaning to notions such as volumic fraction, specific surface, porosity,
etc... The basic stereological parameters extend to this case, as well as their relationships [20, 21].
We have presented this overview in the set case, for the sake of simplicity, but it is also valid for
the grey tone images, considered as numerical functions [14].

5. Recall

on

Mathematical

Morphology

The

theory of Mathematical Morphology appeared in the late sixties via books [22, 23], paper
and
[24]
patent [25], the former mainly in French. Matheron and Serra, the two originators of this
method, developed a school of research which has produced, directly or indirectly, everything in
the domain until 1985. Since this date, the theory has spread out rather widely, and independently
describing the concept of opening and the Boolean model to study the relationships between the
geometry of porous media and their permeability. The founders started in the line of Minkowski’s
work [17]. Indeed, the hit or miss transformation [12] generalizes Minkowski addition, and the
opening [22] combines it with its dual form. They are in line with both integral geometry and
geometrical probabilities, but with the difference that they wanted to transform a set into another,
then into a third, ... rather than to associate measurements.
Three milestones marked the steps of the morphological construction: i) the book by Matheron
[19] published in 1975 for the topological and probabilistic approach, which introduces new concepts as the granulometric axiom in image analysis, and invents the quasi-entirity of the set stochastic models used up to today; ii) the second, the book by Serra [12] which introduces explicitly the
interaction approach between structuring element and properties which we want to measure; it
is applied to non-increasing transformations based on hit or miss transformation; this set morphological approach is extended to numerical functions; iii) in the third book [14], Matheron and
Serra extended the Euclidean-point level to lattices, which enable the theory of morphological
filtering to be developed.
Mathematical morphology uses set type operations to transform an image [12, 13]. In the translation invariant case, they are based on an element of known geometry, called structuring element.
This tool is applied everywhere in the image and questions are asked about set relations which exist between this element and the set under study. The set of positive answers constitutes a new set
with the morphological aspect looked for. The morphological information is contained entirely in
the transformed image, the measurement constituting only a numerical quantification. The question related to the inclusion or intersection lead to the two main transformations: erosion and
dilation, then to more complex transformations: opening (erosion followed by a dilation), closing
(dilation followed by an erosion), and skeletonization (the set of points at an equal distance to
the border of the object). Due to their set character, these transformations were first applied to
threshold images, i. e. black and white images, then to images in grey tone levels. Finally a certain
number of more complex transformations will enable by filtering or specific procedures (for example watershed [26] or other segmentation tools [27], or top-hat transformation [12]) the image
to be simplified again and to be quantified, and to have a better segmentation, ...
Mathematical morphology can then be used to solve a certain number of problems - e.g. those
related to interconnected phases, imbricated structures, grain boundaries un-detected by classical metallographic techniques,
- for which stereology cannot give a satisfactory answer. We
should not consider that mathematical morphology will replace classical stereology: if mathematical morphology enables transformation of images, the last step always remains a measurement
of the same type as the measurement used in classical quantitative analysis methods.
...
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6. Other Methods of Image Analysis

Above we have reviewed the methods most often used, more specifically to quantify images using
quantitative metallography. The methods used classically in pattern recognition or based on artificial intelligence concepts with or without an a priori knowledge can be concurrently utilized or in
complement to mathematical morphology (see for example [28-30]). Among these last examples,
one can cite neural networks, surely qualified to make a classification, the learning techniques,
the a priori knowledge, or the use of vision experts. Fourier analysis can even be used to recognize
the shape of objects or to characterize rough surfaces (see for example [31]).
Finally, the wish of some researchers to undertake spatial reconstruction and three-dimensional
analysis from serial sections, projections or stereoscopic images, has led to the development of
specific equipments, often sophisticated, to directly solve 3D problems: for example acoustic,
confocal, laser or scanning force microscopy, or even nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or tomography (see for example [32-37]).
In addition to these automatic methods, biologists and more specifically pathologists, prefer to
use manual tools, due to the complexity of their images, which are set on their images before any
manual counting or via a digitizing table. The dissector, the fractionator and the nucleator tools
are based most often on the Cavalieri principle [9], but there are many others such as the isector,
the orientator, the selector, ... (see for example [38, 39]). Nevertheless, it is possible, in some
cases of biological studies, to use the morphomator, i. e. any structuring element of mathematical
morphology to solve these problems (see for example [40, 41]).

7.

Sampling

problem of sampling is probably, after that of the threshold, the most important and difficult
step to perform correctly. Few investigations pay attention to this very important problem [42].

The

It is necessary for the frame of measurements to be statistical and that the number of measured
objects to be large enough to avoid any bias. It is the use of the variogram which gives correct

information on the surface of the objects to be measured with a given accuracy [12, 13].
Thereafter it remains only to determine the good strategy to select the fields of measurements.

8.

Development and Applications Today

Today these techniques of image analysis are at an advanced stage and have been employed successfully to solve scientific and practical problems. Hence it cannot be ignored! For several years,
the development of specific sensors and the means of transmission and storage permit the diffusion and manipulation of a larger and larger number of images. The present requirement is to
develop efficient techniques to treat so much data in order to exploit them in large operational
systems. This requires also some specific techniques such as data compression or fusion methods,
the use of neural networks, of vision experts ....
These very powerful techniques enable not only quantitative characterization of objects, but
also the establishment of relationships between the characteristics of the processes used and/or
between properties, or to know accurately the structure of a biological organism as this is a prerequisite to understanding any biological function.
At present these methods are finding applications in the most varied disciplines. Moreover
information provided by the images can appear similar, no matter the field of investigation [43].
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1. - Some disciplines where image analysis, mathematical
inal cartoon from Dr Leszek Wojnar, Krakow, Poland).

Fig.

morphology and stereology are used (orig-

Without claiming completeness, we list some examples from various
illustration [43], thanks to many of my colleagues:
reconstruction of very old
transformation and specific filters [44],
Astronomy: discrimination of stars and

Archeology:

irrigation
galaxies

disciplines (Fig. 1), as an

networks from satellite

from their

brightness

images using top-hat

and the detected surface

[45],
Biology: size of cells, of neurons, or chromosome detection [46, 47],
Botany: development of leaves using or not using models [48], or selection and choice of wood
for veneer in cabinetmaking from anisotropic investigation on sections [49],
Chemistry: acido-basic titrimetry from morphological transformations [50],
Demography: development of populations and inhabitant diffusion in urban periphery from variogram [51, 52],
Geography: degradation of the vegetal cover in a country from covariograms [53, 54], change
in the corn or poppy fields from IR satellite images, or geodynamics investigations from satellite
images [55],
Ge 0 logy: phase organization and content, geological fall organization from the rose of directions [56], fracture quantification of rocks and seismography [57], or sedimentological investigation [58],
Materials: morphological investigation of steel [59], cast-iron [60], aluminium alloys, titanium
area
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alloys, superalloys [61], morphology-properties relationships (see for example [62-64]), or tridimensional separation of polyurethan balls by mathematical morphology [65],
Music: morphological transformation on music and creation of new opus, with Xenakis for example [66]: the intensity function of a sound as a function of time is equivalent to a function in
grey tone levels as a function of the distance!,
Nuclear Physics: identification of particle tracks in irradiated detectors from histogram investigations [67],
Oceanography: detection of bottom mines and characterization of the seabed from sonar images [68],
Painting: scientific signature of painters from the brightness and saturation as a function of a
distance parameter [69] or dating of a painting from the characteristics of extracted lines on X

images [70],
Pathology: diagnosis of cancers [71], automatic screening of the cernix by mathematical morphology [72], clinical diagnosis,
Robotics: many applications are now in robotics, but they are closer to image processing, signal
treatment and vision control; that is the case for quality control of wafers, of electronic cards, of
packing of objects, or for target recognition, object tracking, for the analysis of motion (road or
aircraft traffic control) [73],
Simulation: morphological simulation is more and more utilized, for example, in material science,
to simulate oriented or spot structures from Boolean models [74-76], the sintering of ceramics
from dead leaves model [77], or the evaporation in porous media by lattice gas models [78].
One should also mention the

military applications for object recognition, objects guidance, servocontrol, surveillance, tracking, ...
numerous

9. Conclusion

As

from the previous examples given and at the lecture of this "Microscopy, MicroMicrostructures" issue (vol. 7 (1996) N°5/6), automatic image analysis is a very powerful

we can see

analysis,

tool for many disciplines.
Moreover it becomes largely facilitated by the networks at the disposal of many laboratories: it
is now possible to exchange and send not only softwares, but also images.
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